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QUESTION NO: 1

A developer performs a review on a complex process stored in a single .xaml file. During the review, the developer discovers 
that the workflow cannot be easily tested. Based on best practices, which approach is recommended for improving the ability 
to independently test components?

A. Place the entire workflow into a single sequence and perform start-to-finish debugging

B. Split the project into multiple workflows and use arguments when needed

C. Test only the activities that have shown previous errors and modify those activities

D. Place the entire project on GIT and use libraries instead of built-in activities

ANSWER: A 

Explanation:

Reference: https://docs.uipath.com/studio/docs/project-organization

QUESTION NO: 2

Which of the following statements is true regarding Lists and Arrays?

Options are :

A. You can add any number of elements to an array.

B. You can iterate through a List using a For Each loop activity.

C. List items can be added using an Add to Collection activity.

D. Array and List elements can be accessed by index.

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 3

A developer creates a process using a State Machine. What section(s) does the Final State activity contain?

A. Entry and Exit

B. Entry

C. Exit
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D. Entry, Exit and Transition(s)

ANSWER: B 

Explanation:

Explanation

The State activity contains three sections, Entry, Exit and Transition(s), while the Final State only contains one section, 
Entry.

UiPath Documentation

Exam Topic: Describe how to use state machines versus flowcharts and sequences

QUESTION NO: 4 - (HOTSPOT)

A developer needs to create an Out argument to pass the results of a Data Scraping activity to another workflow. The activity 
scrapes text from a structured list on a website.

From the drop-down list shown in the exhibit, select the Argument Type that should be used.

ANSWER:

Explanation:

https://dumpsarena.com/
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QUESTION NO: 5 - (SIMULATION)

In this exercise, you will create a UiPath automation that performs the steps below.

To achieve this, you will use the REFrameWork as the starting template and follow the UiPath development best

practices.

Here are the steps performed by the Robot:

1. Log in to https://www.acme-test.com.

2. On the landing page, Dashboard, click on the Work items menu item. Scrape the data in all the pages of the table, page 
by page, ensuring error handling and recovery.

3. For each page:

- Filter the records where Status is 'Open';

- Filter the records where Description is 'Calculate Client Security Hash';

- Filter the records where WIID is less than 600000;

- Append the resulting datatable into an Excel worksheet, you shouldn't worry about the headers and format of the output 
file.

Constraints to follow in the development, using the REFrameWork:

1. TransactionItem datatype should be a String. The process should recover and retry in case of errors in

navigation between WorkItems page. One transaction is the action of scraping one web page.By navigating to the

next page, the next transaction will execute. (Same as ACME Process 4 Dispatcher from the UiPath Academy).

2. Create a separate workflow file for the Login to ACME. File input arguments: URL ; Username ; Password

.

3. Create a separate workflow file for closing ACME.

3. Add the ACME_URL and ACME_Credential to the Config file.

4. Populate InitAllApplications.xaml from the Framework folder with Invoking the Login to ACME and navigation to the Work 
Items.

https://dumpsarena.com/
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5. Populate CloseAllApplications.xaml from the Framework folder with Invoking the Close ACME.

6. Populate KillAllProcesses.xaml from the Framework folder with killing the process used.

7. Populate the Process.xaml file with the following actions: Web scraping, Filtering and Appending to Excel.

Important Note: Don't use external file references outside of the project folder (including Orchestrator Assets).

Place all the used files within the project folder, zip that folder and upload it to the UiPath Certification Platform.

Zip ALL the used workflow files AND the output Excel file. Then upload the .zip file to the UiPath Certification Platform.

ALL THE BEST!

Send us your feedback on this.

ANSWER: See Explanation Below For Answer

QUESTION NO: 6

A developer creates an automation solution that processes a specific file stored in a Shared location. A developer uses Add 
Log Fields activity to add a field that indicates which file is being processed during each run. Which name of the field would 
cause the logging process to become corrupted?

A. nameOfTheFile

B. fileName

C. processedFile

D. file

ANSWER: B 

Explanation:

Explanation

Creating custom log fields that have the same name as a default log field causes the logging process to become corrupted 
and may cause issues in the workflow you are running.

For example, creating a custom log field called fileName causes this issue, as fileName is a log field that is generated by 
default.

Default fields

These log fields are present in all execution type logs, such as SQL (if configured), Elasticsearch (if configured), and the 
default EventViewer Logs:

Message - The log message.

Level - Defines the log severity.

Timestamp - The exact date and time the action was performed.
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FileName - The name of the .xaml file being executed.

jobId - The key of the job running the process.

processName - The name of the process that triggered the logging.

processVersion - The version number of the process.

windowsIdentity - The name of the user that performed the action that was logged.

robotName - The name of the robot (as defined in Orchestrator).

UiPath Documentation

Exam Topic: Describe how to write coherent log messages (default or user-defined), and how to use them to diagnose and 
debug a production process running in UiPath Studio

QUESTION NO: 7

Which is the best way to navigate to a specific page in a web browser?

Options are :

A. Use the Type Into activity inside an Attach Browser container

B. Use the Navigate To activity inside an Attach Browser container

C. Use a Type Into activity with a full selector

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 8

Where should you store the environment settings that are prone to changes?

Options are :

A. Directly inside the workflows, as hard coded values

B. In Orchestrator, as assets

C. Inside config files (.xml, .json, .xlsx, etc.)

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 9
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In the UiPath Robotic Enterprise Framework template, if a System Error is encountered in the Init state of the Main workflow, 
which state is executed next?

Options are :

A. End Process

B. Get Transaction Data

C. Init

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 10

In the UiPath Robotic Enterprise Framework template, to enable the retry mechanism without using Queues, what should the 
value of MaxRetryNumber be set to?

Options are :

A. 0

B. Any value greater than 0

C. Any value greater than 2

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 11

A developer is building a process which types data into input fields and needs to use the Hardware Events input method. In 
addition, the developer wants to decrease the speed with which the input string characters are typed into the fields.

Which property of the Type Into activity should the developer edit?

A. DelayAfter

B. WaitForReady

C. DelayBefore

D. DelayBetweenKeys

ANSWER: C 

https://dumpsarena.com/
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QUESTION NO: 12

What are the functions of the Outline panel?

Options are :

A. It shows the structure of the workflow

B. It shows the execution result of the workflow

C. If the Activities are properly named, it can be used to search and select specific Activities used inside the workflow

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 13

"Add Assets" in Orchestrator has the following option:

Options are :

A. Value Per Robot

B. Value Per Process

C. Single Value

D. Value Per Environment

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 14

Which activities allow you to iterate through an array of strings?

Options are :

A. For Each Row

B. For Each

C. While

D. Do While

ANSWER: B C D 
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QUESTION NO: 15

Which of the following statements related to Orchestrator are true?

Options are :

A. A robot can execute many different jobs at the same time.

B. Robots can be assigned to multiple environments.

C. A robot can execute many different jobs one after the other.

ANSWER: B C 
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